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Message from our Director

The Porta Hotels chain has opened its doors gradually after having been

on a pause during the months of confinement decreed by the Government

of Guatemala and at this moment, the most important thing is the health

of the people; we want them to be in good body and mind conditions to

be able to move our country forward.

We as a company need everyone, because it is the people of our communities

who allow our destinations to be what they are.

We want domestic and international tourism to gradually pick up again,

because that is the way we can support the development of society.

Porta Hotels, within its Sustainability and Culture actions, has always

sought to support families when situations of national impact occur and

this time it is no exception, always counting on the support of its staff, its

guests, clients and friends as Fondo Unido and Rotary Guatemala.

Andreas Kuestermann, CEO
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The first delivery of 100 boxes was

made at the Porta Hotel Antigua

facilities on Thursday, September 24,

to families from Sacatepéquez. The

boxes contain essential products for

personal hygiene and food products.

Additionally, they were given

products to maintain biosecurity,

such as alcohol and masks

Porta Hotels donated the

10% generated in sales

between April and

September 2020
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It was invaluable to have the support of all our customers who bought  our"Save
for a Cause" promotion and as long as you continue supporting us, we will also

continue delivering more boxes with love

The second delivery was

made on Tuesday, October

6, at Porta Hotel del Lago

facilities, to families from

Sololá

¡ Thanks a lot!


